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THE PEOPLE HAVE A RIGHT TO VOICE AND COUNTERVOICE
~ No. 7/18: The Schengen Agreement ~

INTRO
This issue of V&C is all about
the Schengen Agreement.
The name of the agreement
derives from the place of
signature: On June 15th,
1985 the countries of France,
Belgium, the Netherlands,
Luxembourg and Germany
reached an agreement in
Schengen, Luxembourg with
the following key sentence:
“Internal borders may be
crossed at any point without
checks on persons being
carried out.” In the following
years further states joined
the agreement. Currently, 26
“Schengen states” belong to
the so-called “Schengen
Area”. In 2007 the EastwardEnlargement of the agreement took place, eliminating
border controls to countries
such as Poland and the
Czech Republic. On March
1st, 2008 Switzerland joined
the agreement. At the 30th
anniversary of the Schengen
Agreement in 2015, Greek
EU-Commissioner for Internal Affairs, Mr. Avramopoulos
declared grandiosely: “The
creation of the Schengen
Area is one of the greatest
achievements of the EU and
it is irreversible.” This V&Cissue exposes the dubious
practices of politicians and
the media to hide the real
and fatal consequences of
the implementation of the
Schengen Agreement: unbridled illegal immigration,
a drastic increase in criminality and an increasingly
vulnerable population.
The editors (thz./kno./mol./jj.)

Schengen-Eastward-Enlargement: Politics and media rejoice – the population suffers
zwt. Shortly after the openings
of the borders in 2007 between
Germany and several Eastern
countries*, politics and leading
media commented positively
on the Schengen-Eastward-Enlargement. The German magazine ‘Der Stern’ headlined: “A
historic event for Germany”.
‘Der Tagesspiegel’ rejoiced:
“Brandenburg is pleased
about Poland joining Schengen.” Angela Merkel spoke of a
historic moment, Poland’s Prime
Minister Tusk of a ‘Triumph of

Freedom’. A few years later the
leading media had to revise their
position: “10 years after the Eastward-Enlargement of the EU,
companies are fortifying themselves behind high fences in the
border area, private individuals
put bars over their windows and
protect themselves with alarm
systems. The perceived uncertainty is tangible.” was to be
read in the ‘Mitteldeutsche Zeitung’. ‘Der Focus’ reported
about exploding numbers of burglary. ‘Der Spiegel’ described

the region of Upper Lusatia in
Saxony as “released for looting”.
Neighbors would not visit each
other anymore because of being
afraid of falling victim to a burglary while they were absent. In
Upper Lusatia cars, tools, drainpipes, even shoes were stolen
from the hallways. Was the initial enthusiasm of politics and
the media about the EastwardEnlargement really honest – or
just a strategy to quiet down a
skeptical population? [1]
*e.g. Poland, the Czech Republic

“Those who want to abolish Schengen need to be blocked.
They point their fingers at Schengen, but what they mean is the EU.”
Jean-Claude Juncker, President of the European Commission

The Federal Government disregarded the dangers
tz. Eight months before the
Schengen-Eastward-Enlarement,
the Federal Government’s fraction “Die Linke” asked the following question: “Is it true that the
Federal Government assumes an
increased safety risk at the borders with Poland and the Czech
Republic, and if it is true, which
reasons does the Federal Government give for that?” The an-

swer of the government: “Experiences at the western internal
borders of the Schengen area
show that despite corresponding
compensatory measures, illegal
immigration and cross-border
criminality inside the entire
Schengen area have to be expected.” Thus, the government
knew at that time already that
illegal immigration and crimi-

nality would rise. Nevertheless,
interior minister Schäuble had
gone so far as to promise a gain
in security. Is this not a willful
deception of the people? Which
aims do German politicians pursue if they knowingly put the
German people at such risk?
And why are they not held
accountable for the damage
caused by this? [2]

Deceiving the population by premature all-clear
mol./ukn. Only three months
after the Eastward-Enlargement,
the German Ministry of the Interior gave the all-clear: “The concerns of the people close to the
borders have not come true. The
first 100 days have shown this.
Our policemen do a good and
reliable job.” The leading media
disseminated headlines such as
“Open border reduces criminality” (‘Die Welt’). The chief
of the Federal Police Union,
Ruediger Reedwisch, bashed

this proceeding: “There is still a
lack of reliable numbers regarding the development of petty
crime in order to generate a
picture of the situation”, the Ministry of the Interior was said to
withhold official statistics and to
muzzle the police stations. In
2012 the police’ score turned out
bitterly. “Cross-border criminality” – car theft, burglaries, trafficking, arms and drug trade –
had increased tremendously.
The Czech-Bavarian border

became the main trading zone
for crystal meth*, while cars,
construction machinery and tractors disappeared on a large scale
along the German-Polish border,
solar parks and cash machines
were plundered as well. Conclusion: First the people close to the
borders were deviously deluded
about “Schengen” – and then
they were left alone with the
consequences! [3]
*a dangerous, highly addictive drug
leading to psychiatric disorders

Sources: [1] www.spiegel.de/spiegel/print/d-84430190.html | Book „Lügenpresse“ (Lying Press) by Markus Gärtner: p. 59, 62, 63–65
[2] www.petrapau.de/16_bundestag/dok/down/1605088.pdf | Book: „Lügenpresse“ by Markus Gärtner, S.69 | www.faz.net/Aktuell/
politik/europaeische-union/die-grenzen-sind-offen-freie-fahrt-nach-polen-und-tschechien-1493981.html [3] www.welt.de/Politik/
deutschland/article13864739/Offene-Grenzen-erfreuen-besonders-Kriminelle.html | Book: „Lügenpresse“ by Markus Gärtner p.69–70
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G7-controls reveal
the problems
of open borders

Are crime statistics falsified to reassure the population?
ukn./tz. In the criminal statistics
of Brandenburg, in 2014, about
4,000 committed crimes are
missing! Reason: An Organization Directive required to combine serial offenses into a single
case. Conversely, journalist Udo
Ulfkotte* found out that a single
resolved burglary offense was
“sold” to the population as three
different resolved offenses (a
burglary, a trespass and a property damage), probably to make
the success statistics look better.
Also, crimes are often already
considered “resolved” when an
act can be assigned to a suspect

only. According to the chairman
of the German Federal Criminal
Investigation Bureau, the politicians have been doing window
dressing for years. It is revealed
that 75 % of all burglaries and
90 % of all acts in the field of
sexual offenses and cybercrime
go unreported. Particularly noteworthy is the following: Federal
Interior Minister Thomas de
Maizière is said to have instructed the heads of the state police
authorities not to pay too much
attention in the statistics to crimes
committed by refugees. Policewoman Tania Kambouri**

expressed that the statistics of the
BKA*** could be forged in
order not to stir up fear in the
population. Is the population to
be given a calming pill by such
manipulations? [5]

thz. To protect the G7 summit
in Upper Bavaria, border
checks on Poland and the
Czech Republic were intro*Author of the book “Grenzenlos
duced in May and June 2015.
kriminell – Die Risiken der EU-OsterIn doing so, criminals were arweiterung“ (Endlessly criminal – The
rested every hour. The results
Risks of EU Eastward Enlargement“)
**Author of the book “Deutschland im
of the only 4-week border conBlaulicht“ (Germany in blue lights)
trols were: 8,600 breaches of
***German Federal Criminal Police
the Residence Act, 430 refused
Office
entries, 150 detected crimes
“When it becomes serious,
and 60 arrest warrants. This is
you have to lie.”
twice as much as is normally
Jean-Claude Juncker,
picked up nationwide during
EU Commission President
this period. The fact that these
controls are only made when it
Switzerland: Schengen Membership bought at high price
comes to protecting politicians,
mab. The Swiss population sive increase of cross border the consequences of the heightas at the G7 summit, is a scanwas moved into acceptance of criminality! Between 2008 ened criminality rate. [6]
dal to the ordinary people! [4]
the Schengen Treaty with a (the year Schengen was put
propaganda blitz that cost 20 into effect) and 2009 burClosing Point ●
“Where there are no more
Million francs. The voting glaries increased by 22 % and
In light of the worldwide
borders, criminality also
cancellation of borders –
moves without boundaries.” campaign was financed with from 2011 to 2012 again by
Reinhold Gall, Minister of the Interior
federal funds and by business 15,7 %. 20 – 40 % more bur- not only in the Schengen
of Baden-Wuerttemberg 2015
associations such as „Eco- glaries compared to the pre- area – the German booknomiesuisse“, amongst others. vious year took place in 2012
Lack of exercise of state In order to assert its interests, depending on the region. Thus, and film author Gerhard
power leads to anarchy* „Economiesuisse“ promised the Swiss people were duped Wisnewski talks of a
major „Megatrend“ being
kno. On the website “Cash- amongst other things that the twice: First they had to cobehind everything, namekurs”** author Thomas Trep- treaty would create more secu- finance the Pro-Schengen proly the destruction of
nau urgently warns that Germa- rity. Reality looks different: paganda with their tax payhuman life. Borders – as
ny continues not exercising Schengen has resulted in a mas- ments and now they must bear
a structural characterisstate authority when continuously hundreds of thousands of same applies to state authority. ries, rape and even homicides. tics of the human society
as well as all human life –
illegal immigrants are allowed If a state does not exercise its Thomas Trepnau raises serious
to enter. Trepnau explains this power, by illegally allowing charges against those responsi- are specifically being destroyed: national, finanon the basis of the general polit- people to invade a hundred ble: “Those who allowed or even
ical theory of Georg Jellinek: A thousand times, that state loses promoted uncontrolled immigra- cial, economical, biological and social borders.
state consists of the three ele- an indispensable element of its tion have the blood of the victims
ments of state territory, state statehood, i.e. the state stops on their hands killed or injured When structural features
like borders are taken
people and state authority. The being “a state”. The dissolution by illegal immigrants.” [7]
away, then life itself will
state territory is defined by its of the state is followed by anarbe destroyed. Without
borders, and these are to be chy. The approach of this anar*Lack of structures of authority,
boundaries there would
protected and not to be exposed chy is already evident, through
lawlessness, chaos
be no life.
to caprice and arbitrariness the increased occurrence of **of the German financial expert Dirk
Commit yourself together
externally and internally. The brutal assaults, personal injuMüller, also called „Mr. Dax“
with us to stop this trend
Sources: [4] www.spiegel.de/politik/deutschland/g7-gipfel-polizei-warnt-vor-luecken-in-sicherung-der-grenzen-a-1038228.
of targeted destruction of
html | Book: „Lügenpresse“ by Markus Gärtner, S. 54-55 [5] www.tagesspiegel.de/berlin/polizei-frisiert-statistikenlife. A first step can be the
warumbrandenburg-die-straftaten-falsch-zaehlte/11568474.html | https://faktensammler.wordpress.com/sharing of this important
2016/07/03/werdenstatistiken-zur-fluechtlingskriminalitaet-gefaelscht/ | Book: „Lügenpresse“ by Markus Gärtner, S. 74
[6] http://politonline.ch/ ?content=news&newsid=2750 | www.svp.ch/partei/publikationen/parteizeitung/2013-2/svpcounter-voice. [8]
klartext-august-2013/explosion-derkosten-der-kriminalitaet-und-der-asylzahlen/ [7] www.cashkurs.com/gesellschaft-undpolitik/beitrag/deutschland-zwischenweihnachten-und-silvester-alles-nur-einzelfaelle/ [8] www.kla.tv/11709

The editors (thz./kno./mol./jj.)

The sources were taken from the German edition and may contain German references.
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